Free online service takes the uncertainty out of cosmetic surgery.
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A new website has been launched that takes the guesswork out of planning cosmetic surgery. Think Surgery
(http://www.thinksurgery.co.uk) contains essential information and the UK’s only search engine
dedicated to promoting better, well-informed and safer cosmetic surgery.
www.thinksurgery.co.uk has been devised to help anyone considering cosmetic surgery
(http://www.thinksurgery.co.uk) or cosmetic dentistry (http://www.thinksurgery.co.uk) to find the most
suitable plastic surgeon and clinic anywhere in the UK. The service is free to users and free to clinics
and plastic surgeons wishing to be listed, ensuring the listings are extensive and all-inclusive. Users
can search qualified, plastic surgeons (http://www.thinksurgery.co.uk) by name, treatment and location,
and view detailed profile pages for every individual and institution. Users are also able to contact
clinics via the website and make enquiries using the ‘Price Search’ facility.
All plastic surgeons, clinics and hospitals featured on the website have the necessary registrations and
qualifications to provide cosmetic surgery (they are registered with the Healthcare Commission and the
General Medical Council and often the specialist register for plastic surgery). In addition, any
internationally recognised associations in which consultant surgeons hold membership are listed, such as
BAAPS, BAPRAS or ENT. All these details are thoroughly researched and cross-checked to ensure that the
information is accurate and up-to-date.
Peter Nwankwo, Business Development Manager, said, “It is perfectly legal for anybody to call
themselves a cosmetic surgeon, which is why the free service offered at Think Surgery is a vital,
one-stop-solution for anyone wishing to avoid the potential pitfalls of cosmetic surgery and enjoy a
successful outcome.”
www.thinksurgery.co.uk also includes details of news, events and professional bodies as well as regularly
updated articles on all aspects of cosmetic surgery.
Note to editors:
For further information contact Rochelle Mondesir at:
Tel : 0208 764 6650
Mob : 0794 625 1868
Email: info@thinksurgery.co.uk
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